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Light Rail Transit in Boston - Symbol of a New Era
Vukan R. Vuchic
Department of Civil and Urban Engineering
The University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania, Pa., U.S.A.
Boston has attracted considerable attention of transportation
experts in recent years. The technical modernization of its transit
system, especially of the light rail transit (LRT), is only one of
the reasons for this attention. Equally significant has been a
"revolution" in attitudes and policies toward urban transportation
which has had a major impact on many cities across the United States,
as well as in other countries. Boston's leadership in the 1970's,
however, is not a new phenomenon.
Tradibon of progressive public transport policies
In 1895, at the time the second subway in the world, Budapest,
was being built (London's subway had been in operation since 1863),
Boston began to build its first transit tunnel. When completed in
1897, the Boylston and Tremont tunnel became the first subway in the
Western Hemisphere. It also became the first subway in the world
which served streetcars converging from a wide network of lines.
Trius, Boston was the invG:r.tor of the basic concept which later evolved
in the transit mode we today.refer to as light rail transit.
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During the first decades of this century Boston pursued a very
progressive policy in transit planning: its goal was to provide ex
clusive rights-of-way for transit in the congested central city area.
Additional tunnels and elevated structures-were built for rail
transit. The "Central Subway," serving streetcars, was extended over
a viaduct and bridge across the Charles River to Litchmere in the
north (1912), and by new tunnel extensions to several branches in
the south (19.14 to 1941). Three separate rapid transit lines were
also built in this period. Regional rail (commuter railroad) services
from two center city stations (North Station and south Station) have
been developed into 10 radial lines (their further extensions are
presently under study). The three different mod.es, streetcars, rapid
transit and regional rail, have common stations in the center city
which permit transfers.
The Central Subway grew into a unique facility and, with timP.,
followed a typical transit.ion from streetcar to LR'r mode. Being the
joint section for a large number of lines conve::::-ging toward the center
city, the Subway had to handle a very high frequency of vehicles.
Initially, only single cars were operated and re.cords show that as
many as 195 vehicles per hour operated in each direction during the
peak hour, i.e. an average head,,:ay of some 18 seconds was achieved.
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